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1. Choice of Financial Reporting Regimes 

1.1 Choices available and the regime chosen 

Probe on: 

Do you prepare financial reports for consolidated accounts, parent accounts and 

subsidiary accounts? 

What regime choices are available (e.g. IFRS, ROC GAAP) (for all these accounts)? 

What influences the choices available (e.g. regulation/firm size/listing)? 

Which regime(s) do you actually choose (for each of these accounts)? 

 

Notes:  

 

1.1 Summary:  
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1.2 Key factors in choosing 

Probe on: 

What are the key factors in choosing? 

How do you make your decision? (regime choice) 

Why are these factors important? 

How do considerations differ for consolidated vs. individual accounts, and why? 

Notes: 

 

1.2 Summary: 
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1.3 Weighing costs/benefits in choosing 

Probe on: 

In what sense do you weigh costs against benefits when choosing regimes? 

To the extent you do so, how are costs and benefits weighed (e.g. by a metric, 

subjectively, or some other method)? 

Notes: 

 

1.3 Summary: 
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1.4 Influence of choice of technique on regime choice 

Probe on: 

Do you consider what techniques are available (within various regimes) when 

making a regime choice? 

If so, how does the choice of technique influence your regime choice? 

Notes: 

 

1.4 Summary: 
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1.5 Regime choices over different accounts (consolidated accounts, individual 

accounts) 

Probe on:  

Do you adopt different regimes for different accounts, and if so why?  

What is the relation between the different choices made on accounts and 

regimes? 

What impact does compulsory adoption for consolidated accounts have on your 

regime choice for individual accounts? 

Notes: 

 

1.5 Summary: 
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1.6 Impact of emerging policy on choice 

e.g. after new regimes introduced from 2013, 2015 and in the near future 

Probe on: 

What financial reporting choices will become available to you in the future? (e.g. 

listed companies and unlisted public companies) 

Do these differ from what are available to you at the moment? 

If so, in what sense will they differ? 

If you expect to maintain the current regime, why is this so (e.g. regulation, 

previous adoption experience) 

If you expect to change your regime, why is this so, and in what accounts will this 

be true? 

If the latter, what role do the likes of the following play: regulation changes, your 

firm’s new targets, greater benefit/cost, etc?  

What are the key factors driving regime change? 

How do you evaluate and decide upon regime change or regime status quo?  

Notes: 

 

1.6 Summary: 
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2. Choice of Financial Reporting Techniques 

2.1 Valuing intangibles 

Probe on: 

What choices of technique are available to you for valuing intangibles (e.g. cost, 

market, income approach) and what technique(s) have you chosen? 

If you had no choice: why is this so (e.g. regulation) and what is its impact (e.g. 

on technique chosen, and in terms of costs and benefits)? 

If you had choices: what were the key factors in choosing; and how did you weigh 

the costs and benefits in choosing? 

What is the influence of regime choice on the technique you adopt and use for 

valuing intangibles? 

Notes: 

 

2.1 Summary: 
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2.2 Treating development costs 

Probe on: 

What choices of technique are available to you in treating development costs 

(e.g. recognizing them as expenses/assets) and what technique(s) have you 

chosen? 

If you had no choice: why is this so (e.g. regulation) and what is its impact (e.g. 

on technique chosen, and in terms of costs and benefits)? 

If you had choices: what were the key factors in choosing; and how did you weigh 

the costs and benefits in choosing? 

What is the influence of regime choice on the technique you adopt and use for 

treating development costs?  

Notes: 

 

2.2 Summary: 
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2.3 Valuing investments 

Probe on: 

What choices of technique are available to you for valuing investments (e.g. 

market value, cost, fair value) and what technique(s) have you chosen? 

If you had no choice: why is this so (e.g. regulation) and what is its impact (e.g. 

on technique chosen, and in terms of costs and benefits)? 

If you had choices: what were the key factors in choosing; and how did you weigh 

the costs and benefits in choosing? 

What is the influence of regime choice on the technique you adopt and use for 

valuing investments? 

Notes: 

 

2.3 Summary: 
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2.4 Importance of techniques to all types of financial reports 

Probe on: 

What are the most important techniques/aspects (across all types of financial 

reports: consolidated, parent , subsidiary) 

Why are these techniques/aspects so important? 

What roles in financial reporting choices do they play? 

How do they influence the quality of decision-making (e.g. speed, precision, 

compliance, transparency, salience)? 

Notes: 

 

2.4 Summary: 
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3. Relation between Choices, and Their Rationale 

3.1 Relation between choices over regimes and techniques 

Probe on: 

Do the two choices (viz. regime, technique) influence each other, and if so, how? 

How important is the regime choice to the technique choice? 

How important is the technique choice to the regime choice? 

Are the regime and technique choices intrinsically linked (i.e. mutually connected 

and influential) or not? 

Notes: 

 

3.1 Summary: 
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3.2 Staging and the decision-making process: 

Probe on: 

How does the choice of regimes and techniques proceed?   

Probe further on staging:  

Is it staged e.g. regime choice is made first (or is involuntary), then the technique 

choice is made, or the reverse. If so, how are such choices ordered, and 

executed? 

Is it un-staged i.e. regime choice and technique choice are made together as part 

of a complete choice process, which ends up with a regime choice (and the 

techniques to support it)?  

Do you think staging could lead to a different choice pattern from un-staging? 

Notes: 

 

3.2 Summary: 
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3.3 Reasoning behind the choosing process 

Probe on: 

Why are decisions (on regimes and techniques) made through the process you 

have described earlier? 

Are factors like transparency, speed of execution, ease of execution, regulatory 

compliance etc important?  

To what extent is your decision process, as described earlier, judgment-based 

(e.g. on previous experience, intuition, hunch etc) or procedurally-based (e.g. on 

computational technology, decision support, rule of thumb, yardstick comparison 

etc)  

Notes: 

 

3.3 Summary: 
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3.4 Characteristics of the decision-making process  

viz. decisions over regimes and techniques 

Probe on: 

How does complexity affect the decision making process? 

What are the key characteristics of complexity in this context? 

How do uncertainty/risk affect the decision making process? 

Are ’hard’ risk measures (e.g. actuarial or statistical estimates) or ‘soft’ risk 

measures (e.g. risk classes, subjective estimates) more influential in this context? 

Do you have enough information for rational decision making? 

Are decisions made by individuals, teams or both? 

Is decision-making subject to time pressure? 

Notes: 

 

3.4 Summary: 

 

END 


